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Theoretical Benefits and 
Limitations of Federalism

Centralization and Devolution in 
America

Key Themes and Questions

n Federal systems of government: 
q What are the major strengths and weaknesses of 

federalism?
n Federalism and policymaking: 

q How federalism shape state and national policy-
making? 

q When does federalism lead to poor policy 
outcomes?

Benefits of federalism?  

n Provides economic benefits 
q Market Preserving Federalism/Fiscal Federalism
q Marketplace of Ideas

n Protects regional cultural, ethnic, and 
religious identities
q Nation Preserving/Holding Together Federalism

n Encourages Policy Innovation
q States are Laboratories of Democracy 
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Market Preserving Federalism: 
Economic Security

n Provides for a common market
q Permits free trade and free flow of goods and labor 

across states 

n Promotes specialization and competition in both 
economy and public policy
q Subnational governments compete for capital, labor, 

and economic activity

n Provides Regional Insurance
q Geographic and economic diversity under a 

nationalized government provides security blanket and 
insurance 

Why did thirteen currencies…

become one 
common currency?
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Market Preserving Federalism
The Economic Benefits of Federation.

n Federal Central Bank/National Bank Independence
q National government possesses sole power to print and coin 

money. 
q Fiscal discipline imposed upon state governments

n Common market/free market reduces barriers to flow 
of goods and labor
q Local governments compete in federal marketplace.
q Local governments can specialize and attract specific labor

n Larger market provides insurance and protection from 
regional recession.

The potential efficiency of the 
common market

Limited Economic 
Diversity
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Economic Insurance: 
Diversity of Economies

Federalism Promotes 
a Market-Place of Ideas

n Citizens in a federation are policy consumers.

n They express preferences not just by 
voting……

n …………………but also by moving.

n They “vote with their feet.”

Federalism Promotes 
a Market-Place of Ideas

n Subnational governments compete in part 
through differentiation in public policy.
q Some governments provide high tax/high service 

policies.
q Some governments provide limited tax/limited 

services.
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Federalism Promotes 
a Market-Place of Ideas

n Citizens are free to locate to regions that 
provide their preferred mix of government 
services and policies.

n Competition for tax revenue, capital, and 
labor promotes efficiency in policymaking.
q Governments have market based incentives to 

innovate in delivery of policy.
q Underperforming governments face pressure to 

adapt or lose out in the marketplace of ideas.

Drawbacks of  Market 
Preserving/Fiscal Federalism
n Tensions rise when when redistribution of wealth from 

large/economically successful regions to 
smaller/depressed regions becomes a permanent 
feature of federalism.

n American states have limited mechanisms to recruits 
and attract labor.

n Competition for high value labor and capital may distort 
policy

State Dependency 
on Federal Aid
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State Dependency 
on Federal Aid.

Tax Dollar Winners 
and Losers of 2000

1. D.C. ($6.17)
2. North Dakota ($2.03)
3. New Mexico ($1.89)
4. Mississippi ($1.84)
5. Alaska ($1.82)
6. West Virginia ($1.74)
7. Montana ($1.64)
8. Alabama ($1.61)
9. South Dakota ($1.59)
10. Arkansas ($1.53) 

1. New Jersey ($0.62)
2. Connecticut ($0.64)
3. New Hampshire ($0.68)
4. Nevada ($0.73)
5. Illinois ($0.77)
6. Minnesota ($0.77)
7. Colorado ($0.79)
8. Massachusetts ($0.79)
9. California ($0.81)
10. New York ($0.81) 

States Getting the Least in 
Federal Spending Per dollar 
paid.

States Getting the Most in 
Federal Spending Per dollar 
paid.

Drawbacks of 
Marketplace of Ideas

n American states have limited powers to 
recruit immigrant labor or promote immigrant 
labor mobility.
q States lack full powers to recruit immigrants to 

meet local labor needs.

q Receiver states may bear disproportionate costs 
associated with immigration.

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/05/which-states-are-givers-and-which-are-takers/361668/
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Drawbacks of 
Marketplace of Ideas
n “Race to the bottom”

n State governments have incentives to compete for 
workers that generate high tax revenue and limited 
demands for state services.

n State governments may avoid enacting policies that 
attract low income workers who depend on state welfare 
expenditures and services.

n Race to the bottom occurs when state governments 
reduce programs to avoid being magnet states for lower 
income workers.

Race to the Bottom?

Key takeaways:

n Federalism has economic and political 
advantages.
q Creates common market
q Encourages economic and political competition
q Allows people to “vote with their feet.”

n There are some potential disadvantages 
q Permanent structural transfers of wealth between 

regions
q Competition produces a “race to the bottom.”


